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Cat-Nr: COCKYATTITUD

Cocky Attitudes

Artikel info:-

When dudes like Jeff and Lukas meet for a round of table
football it&acute;s quite clear that it doesn&acute;t stay on the
kicker game. Both pretend being relaxed and friends but the
situation is testy and each one wants to show the other
who&acute;s best. When Jeff wins and starts sneering at
Lukas being a looser it is happening and Lukas wants a fight.
Confident of victory and quite arrogant he faces Jeff who acts
the same and a hot fight starts immediately. Also in this fight
the spectator can see, nothing is arranged and it&acute;s a
hard fight for victory. &ldquo;Long shaking scissors&rdquo;
the specialty of Lukas are used also against Jeff. But he is
tough and besides some groaning and moaning he
doesn&acute;t let something show. It&acute;s just the
opposite, he&acute;s getting frantic and uses heavy ballgraps
as defense. Lukas is a little bit inhibited using such tricks but
soon he has no scruples anymore. Boxing, wrestling,
submission, the viewer gets it all. Hard blows against the
bodies, muscle riding, long schoolboypins and many head
and bodyscissors. Jeff&acute;s wedgies are hard, too hard for
Luka&acute;s shorts. Was it the right decision to challenge
Jeff? Who leaves the room as the winner is kept as a secret
for now &hellip;

Play length approx - 57 min.
 
	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Cocky Attitudes :

shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Wednesday 15 February, 2012
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